COLD ROOM

1 ➤ TURNED OFF

**OFF**: Cold equipment must be turned off while filters are installed.

2 ➤ UNPACK

Take out the filters from the plastic sleeve and use 2 flanges per filter and leftovers to adjust each filter in the grid.

3 ➤ INSTALLATION

Filters must be placed in the **air intake** of the cold equipment. The necessary straps are attached so that they embrace the diffuser, cutting leftovers and leaving the unions in the middle part of the return located at the back of the diffuser.

**NOTE**: Straps are only placed once and remain fix, so you only have to change filters.

⚠️ Water contact must be avoid.
4 TURNED ON

ON: Cold equipment should be turned on after the correct installation of the filter.

⚠️ Water contact must be avoided.